Products
2 Pack Lock Set

Pinhead offers you the ideal solution to bicycle wheel theft, with their
2 pack lock set. The 2 Pack includes a front and rear wheel locking
skewers, with each lock operated using a unique multi combination
key, to ensure the security of your wheels at a fraction of their
replacement cost.

Headset Lock Pack

Pinhead offers you the ideal solution to fork and stem theft with their
headset lock. This includes the headset locking system, which secures
your very expensive forks and stem assembly. As with all Pinhead
products removal is via a unique multi combination key, which provides
you with the peace of mind that your bike parts are secure.

Protect your bike
from theft

3 Pack Lock Set

Pinhead offers you the ideal solution to bicycle part theft, with their
3 pack lock set. This includes a front and rear wheel locking skewers,
with the addition of a seat lock. Each lock is operated via a unique
multi combination key to ensure the security of your bicycle parts at a
fraction of their replacement cost.

Bubble Lock

Pinhead Bubble lock forms the backbone
of a complete one-key locking system that
secures your bicycle frame. Designed to
work individually or in combination with
the other Pinhead products, it provides
bicycle riders with the peace of mind
that their bike will be secure.

Ultimate Pack
4 Pack Lock Set

Pinhead offers you the ideal solution to bicycle part theft with their 4
pack lock set. This includes a front and rear wheel locking skewers,
seat lock, with the addition of a headset lock. Each lock is operated via
a unique multi combination key to ensure the security of your bicycle
parts at a fraction of their replacement cost.

Pinhead Ultimate pack includes
the front and rear wheel locking
skewers, seat lock, headset and
the New Bubble lock. Each item
can be easily secured utilising
a unique multi combination
key. This system really does
provide bike enthusiasts with a
comprehensive way of securing
their entire bike and all its
components. Enjoy complete
bicycle security!

#373 Jasper Avenue
Edmonton , AB
Canada T5K 0L5
www.pinheadlocks.com
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Defeat Bike Thieves! Secure Your Components
WITH THE ONE KEY BICYCLE LOCKING SYSTEM

Rememer peace of mind goes a long way.... no more
Removing your wheels or seat each time leave
your bike in a vulnerable area
Ever locked up your bike with a U-lock and returned to find your wheels, seat, and handlebars stolen?
The Pinhead patented locking fastener system secures your individual bike components from theft.
Unlike a conventional U-lock, which only secures your bike frame, the Pinhead component locking
system locks your front wheel, rear wheel, seat, and forks to your bicycle frame.

PINHEAD SOLUTIONS
• Ultra tough, cold-forged steel
• 11,200 key combinations
• Easy installation and removal
• Lifetime key replacement

Each Pinhead locking component replaces the standard parts that your bike is assembled with. Install
the locking components, then forget they’re there. Once installed, the Pinhead locking System remains
on your bicycle when you ride, protecting your components from theft. If you do need to remove
a component for bike maintenance, a unique locking key lets you easily and quickly remove any
component.

Send thieves away
empty handed
How the Locking System Works

Suitable for all types of bikes

The Pinhead locking system secures your individual bike
components from theft. The Pinhead bicycle locking system
locks your front wheel, rear wheel, seat, and handlebars to
your bicycle frame.

Pinhead bicycle component locks are convenient,
inexpensive, and easy to use. Pinhead locks can be
installed on all bicycles, including those with no wheel
release system and those with existing quick release
systems. The locking components are universal,
functional, compact, durable, lightweight, and costefficient.

Each Pinhead locking component replaces the standard
fastener (pin assembly or hex nut) that your bike was
built with. Install the locking components, then forget
they’re there. Once installed, the lightweight, unobtrusive
Pinhead locking fasteners remain on your bicycle when
you ride, protecting your components from theft. If you do
need to remove a component for bike maintenance, your
unique locking key lets you easily and quickly remove any
component.

The Pinhead locking system is safer than quick-release
systems, which can accidentally release if the release
mechanism is bumped (for example, if a child is riding
near low bushes) or if someone has tried to remove the
wheel and failed.

FRONT WHEEL LOCK
The front wheel locking skewer
prevents removal and theft of
the front wheel unless your have
your unique Pinhead key.

REAR WHEEL LOCK
The rear wheel locking skewer
which prevents removal and theft
of the rear wheel unless your
have your unique Pinhead key.

SEAT LOCK
Prevents removal and theft of
the seat assembly by unwanted
thieves unless your have your
unique Pinhead key.
HEADSET LOCK
The Headset Lock, which offers
you the ideal solution to fork and
stem theft which secures your
very expensive forks and stem
assembley setup.

No more removing your wheels or seat each time you leave
your bike in a vulnerable area! Pinhead’s patented locking
fastener devices secure your components from theft.

THE ULTIMATE ANTI-THEFT TECHNOLOGY FOR BIKE COMPONENTS
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